Abstract. Fast spectral variability of gamma-ray burst emission is considered for a number of events seen by the Konus-Wind experiment. The variability manifests itself as a strong correlation between instantaneous energy flux F and peak energy Ep. In the (F, Ep) plane, the correlation produces distinct tracks in the form of branches and loops representing the different parts of a burst time history. Despite the variety of features seen in different events, the main characteristics of the spectral evolution produce a quite consistent pattern.
The temporal evolution of GRB energy spectra has been clearly seen in first experiments with sufficient spectral and time resolution. Some characteristics of spectral evolution were pointed out in the Konus experiment aboard Venera 11 and Venera 12 [1] . Observations on Venera 13 and 14 revealed a strong correlation between instantaneous intensity and hardness of a radiation [2] . Then, many authors considered different aspects of spectral evolution of gamma-ray bursts [3, 4] . The BATSE experiment aboard the CGRO offers a wealth of spectroscopic information permitting a rich study of the variability and related correlations in GRBs [5, 6] . The Konus-Wind gamma-ray burst experiment flown onboard the GGS WIND spacecraft [7] has sampled about 900 bursts since lunch in 1994. A sufficient part of this sample consists of events which are strong enough that we can further extend studies of spectral evolution.
The Konus instrument records a time history and some prehistory of a burst in three energy windows: G1=10-50 keV, G2=50-200 keV, G3=200-750 keV (nominal values) with a time resolution of 2-256 ms, and also up to 64 multichannel energy spectra in the 10 keV-10 MeV range with accumulation times of 64 ms-8 s. Energy loss spectra obtained are deconvolved to incident photon spectra using the detector response function for known angle of incidence. For fitting the spectra, we used the empirical model by Band with spectral parameters α, β, E 0 [8] . Thus, for each energy spectrum we obtain values of an energy flux F and a peak energy E p = E 0 (2 − α). These data allows the consideration of a spectral evolution with moderate time resolution. Finer time resolution can be obtained by considering time history measurements. The three time profiles G1, G2, G3 give two independent sets of hardness ratio measurements, for example G2/G1, and G3/G2. Each pair of these values depends on spectral parameters corresponding to a short time interval. We can calculate expected hardness ratios using the response function matrix and the incident photon spectrum with parameters α, β, E 0 . In each time bin, the best fit parameters are determined by minimizing the quadratic sum of the two weighted differences between the calculated and observed hardness ratio values. This procedure is illustrated with spectral evolution data for GRB 950822 in Fig. 1 . This figure displays a lot information. The mutual dependence of the instantaneous values of the energy flux F and the hardness of a spectrum E p forms a distinct track in the (F, E p ). The track consists of three main branches. The first branch, 0.2 to 7.5 s, represents a weak but very hard emission in initial stage of the burst. The second branch, 7.5 to 13 s, corresponds to the rising of the main pulse of the burst. Finally the long branch for burst decay, 13 to 30 s, ends with very soft emission. Each branch can be approximated by a power law relation F ∝ E γ p where indices γ are correspondingly ∼ 0.7, ∼ 6, and ∼ 2.5. Such spectral behaviour is typical of a majority of gamma-ray bursts, especially bursts with well separated pulses. Similar branches and loops are seen in many events. A number of further examples are presented in Fig. 2 .
Only count rate statistics constrain the time resolution with which correlation can be observed. This is seen in Fig. 2j which presents the correlation tracks of very short (∼100 ms) and hard (E γ > 2 MeV) GRB 970704 obtained with a time resolution of 2 ms.
Finally, it should be noted, that the SGR 1627-41 also exhibits a strong spectral variability [9] . Fig. 2l demonstrates that the correlation tracks of SGR if shifted along the hardness axis E p by one order of magnitude look like the tracks for GRBs.
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